SDRCHA STALLION SERVICE AUCTION
(Mare Owner - Purchase of Breeding Contract Information Sheet)
The SDRCHA has established a stallion service auction to promote the reined cow horse by
raising money to try to increase participation in the annual SDRCHA Futurity and Derby by
adding money to the non-stallion stakes classes offered at this show as well as trying to increase
the number of horses eligible for our Stallion Stakes portion of the show.
Stallion Stakes Stallion Owners and Non-Stallion Stakes Owners can participate by donating one
or more breeding services to the SDRCHA by filling out the appropriate nomination form. Mare
Owners participate in this auction program by bidding on those services in the auction each
spring. Only foals from Stallion Stakes Stallions will be eligible for the Stallion Stakes Futurity
and Derby. Foals from Non-Stallion Stakes Stallions are NOT eligible for the Stallion Stakes
Futurity and Derby. Non-Stallion Stakes Stallions will be noted as such in the Auction Roster.
The auction will run from December 30 to March 15. The breeding will be sold as advertised on
the auction flyer to the first person who pays the fee. This will not be a progressive bidding
auction. As breeding services are sold the Stallion Owners will be notified of the sale and the
person who purchased the breeding. It is suggested that the Mare Owner also contact the Stallion
Owner to discuss information needed in order to get the mare and stallion prepared for the
resulting breeding. This breeding contract is not transferable to another Mare Owner. There
will be NO REFUNDS. Upon receipt of Purchase Of Breeding Contract By Mare Owner and
subsequent funds the SDRCHA will issue a Transfer Of Breeding Contract To Mare Owner as
receipt and acknowledgement of purchase.
Chute fees, breeding fees, shipped semen fees, mare care, and other additional fees are Mare
Owner’s responsibility and are payable to Stallion Owner or Breeding Agent upon initial receipt
of mare. The SDRCHA strongly suggests that the Mare Owner verify any guarantees or
additional fees associated with the breeding though this program prior to bidding.
SDRCHA reserves the right to modify or amend the rules of this program as unusual
circumstances may deem necessary. The Mare Owner, by participating in this program, does
understand, agree, and accept the SDRCHA officers, members and representatives are not liable
for death, sickness, and/or accidental injury including consequential damages to the mare or mare
Owner during participation in this breeding program caused by either negligent or intentional acts
of any party to this contract.
Questions: Contact Mike Sigman by Calling (605)381-6528 or Emailing cuttnhorses@gmail.com
We appreciate your assistance in promoting the sport of reined cow horse.
SDRCHA

